Combinatorial strategies for targeting protein families: application to the proteases.
Tens of thousands of proteins have been identified as a result of recent large scale genomic and proteomic efforts. With this large influx of new proteins, the formidable task of elucidating their function begins. However, this task becomes more manageable if proteins are divided into families based upon sequence homology, thereby allowing tools for their systematic study to be developed based upon their common structural and mechanistic characteristics. Combinatorial chemistry is ideally suited for the systematic study of protein families because a large amount of diversity can be readily displayed about a common scaffold designed to target a given protein family. Targeted combinatorial libraries have been particularly effective for the study of a ubiquitous family of proteins, the proteases. Substrate-specificity profiles of many proteases have been determined by using combinatorial libraries of appropriately labeled peptides. This specificity information been utilized to identify the physiological protein substrates of these enzymes and has facilitated inhibitor design efforts. Furthermore, combinatorial libraries of small molecules prepared with mechanism-based scaffolds have resulted in the identification of potent, small-molecule inhibitors of numerous proteases. Cell-permeable small-molecule inhibitors identified by these methods have served as powerful chemical tools to study protease function in vitro and in vivo and have served as leads for the development of therapeutic agents.